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Abstract- We present a comparative review of two multi- grated potentiostats [1], [2] employ oversampling data con-
channel integrated neural interface technologies. The first inte- version techniques and achieve very high dynamic range,
grated neural interface prototype performs simultaneous current- down to 8 pA currents, at the cost of reduced sampling
mode acquisition of 16 independent channels of redox currents

r

ranging five orders of magnitude in dynamic range over four rate of less than 30 samples per second. Voltage-acquisition
scales down to hundreds of picoamperes. The second neu- microsystems record neural action potentials by measuring
ral interface acquires neural field potentials in microvolts to extracellular potential field. Existing designs trade between
millivolts range on a 16x16-electrode microarray in voltage acquisition channel circuit area and intrinsic circuit noise. The
mode. Each microsystem features programmable gain amplifiers, 4 x 4 sensor array design reported in [3] achieves 9 uV RMS
tunable band filters, configurable sample-and-hold circuits, and
is ready for external analog-to-digital conversion. The current- noise at the expense of 400 ,um cell pitch. The 128 x 128
mode and voltage-mode neural interface prototypes have been biosensor array design presented in [4] has 7.8 ,um cell pitch
experimentally validated in chemical and electrical neural activity at the cost of increased circuit noise.
monitoring respectively. Side-by-side quantitative comparison of In this paper we perform a comparative review of mi-
the two neural interface technologies is given. crosystems where signal processing is performed in the same

I. INTRODUCTION signal-type domain as the signal being acquired, namely
*. INTRODUCTION current-acquisition current-mode neural interfaces and voltage-

Electro-chemical activity of neurons typically exhibits con- acquisition voltage-mode neural interfaces. Hybrid imple-
siderable heterogeneity across biological ensembles. Sensory mentations are outside the scope of this paper. We present
systems capable of recording on very many channels allow two integrated neural interface prototypes for simultaneous
to capture, study and utilize this heterogeneity. The spectrum signal acquisition of currents and voltages on very many
of electro-chemical neural activity often remains significant at channels, for chemical and electrical sensing respectively. The
higher frequencies (i.e., up to 10kHz). Time-multiplexed signal current-acquisition microsystem, described in Section II, is
acquisition does not allow to accurately capture heterogeneity implemented in current mode and can simultaneously sample
across biological ensembles as recording on different channels 16 redox currents down to 46 pA with the sampling rate of
takes place at different time instances. This calls for sensory up to 200 ksps. The voltage-acquisition voltage-mode neural
systems performing simultaneous signal acquisition on multi- interface, presented in Section III, simultaneously samples
ple channels, with one dedicated channel for each recording 256 action potentials on a 170 ,um electrode grid with 13 ,uV
site. RMS noise. The two neural interface technologies are quan-

Conventional bench-top signal acquisition instruments are titatively compared in Section IV to offer integrated neural
bulky, expensive, and prone to interference noise due to wiring. interface design trade-off insights.
They typically are stationary and provide only one or few
recording channels. Single-chip neural interfaces offer a small CURRENTACQUISITION CURRENT-MODE INTEGRATED
size, low power, low noise and cost effective chronically NEURAL INTERFACE
implantable alternative to commercial bench-top instruments. For multi-site simultaneous chemical sensing, a current-
A number of integrated neural interface prototypes with acquisition current-mode integrated neural interface was de-

more than two channels have been developed. The two signed, prototyped and experimentally characterized.
dominant simultaneous sampling integrated neural interface
technologies are those recording electric currents and volt- A Architecture
ages. The former perform chemical neural activity recording, The current-acquisition neural interface is a track-and-
while the latter monitor electrical neural activity. Current- hold potentiostat [5], [6] comprising 16 current-mode inputs,
acquisition neural interface microsystems, or potentiostats, 4 voltage references setting the voltage levels of the virtual-
record chemical concentrations of neurotransmitters by mea- ground current inputs in groups of 4, and a single full-range
suring reduction-oxidation currents. Recently reported inte- differential voltage output, all on a single chip. The block
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the current-acquisition integrated neural interface.

diagram of the single-chip potentiostat is given in Figure 1. Fig. 2. Chip micrograph of the 16-channel current-acquisition integrated
Each of the 16 channels is independently configured for a neural interface. Die size is 2.25 x 2.25 m2 in a 1.2 Tam CMOS technology.
gain of attenuation covering four orders of magnitude allowing
to acquire bidirectional currents in the range from 46 pA to
50 ,uA, at a reference voltage ranging from 0 to 5V. Pro- poes h hpmcorp ssoni iue2 eal
grammable cut-off frequencies ranging from 50Hz to 400kHz on the circuits and characterization of the chip are presented
prevent aliasing of high frequency components and allow to in [5]. Experimentally verified electrical characteristics are

decrease the level of noise generated prior to sampling. The summarized in Table I.
maximum fully sustained sampling rate ranges from DC to III. VOLTAGE-AcQuIsITION VOLTAGE-MODE
200kHz. The outputs of the chip are pipelined and continu- INTEGRATED NEURAL INTERFACE
ously valid, interfacing asynchronously to an external ADC on
the PC host acquisition board for data post-processing. For low-noise distributed neural potential field recording,

a multi-channel voltage-mode integrated neural interface has
B. VLSI Implementation been designed and prototyped.

The input current to each data channel in Figure 1 is A Architecture
summed with a reference current Iref, to convert the signal
from bipolar to unipolar form. A transconductance amplifier The voltage-acquisition neural interface records action po-
drives a PMOS load transistor to provide a low impedance tentials on 256 independent channels simultaneously. The
input stage. The acquired input current is then fed into a voltage-mode signal acquisition circuits are organized in a
scaling circuit which normalizes the signal to the range [0, 16 x 16 cell array as shown in Figure 3.
1] ,uA. The same scaling factor is used to attenuate the Each channel in the array contains a high-pass filter (HPF), a
reference current Iref at the input stage. The normalized low-pass filter (LPF) and two amplification stages. Each chan-
current is fed into an anti-aliasing low-pass filter. nel also contains a sample-and-hold cell with double analog
The integrator at the end of the channel is used for current- memory. A bank of correlated double sampling (CDS) cells

to-voltage conversion. The timing of integration in one of the sample the two analog memories, one row at a time, to remove
reference channels (bottom of Figure 1), supplied a constant offsets, resulting from device mismatches. Array readout is
current equal to the normalized current range (1 ,uA), sets implemented in a serial fashion as controlled by row and col-
the voltage range of conversion in the 16 channels. A 16-to- umn address decoders. Each channel is connected to on-chip
1 multiplexer selects the integrated signal of one of the 16 differential recording electrodes through non-passivated top-
channels at the output. The output of the second reference most metal. Additional circuitry for optional post-fabrication
channel, supplied half the current of the timing reference electrode electroplating is also included.
channel, serves as a 'zero-level' reference to the other channels
in a differential output format, for reduced sensitivity to noise B VLSI Implementation
and power supply variations. In hold mode, the differential A single-stage wide-swing cascoded transconductance am-
output from the previous integration cycle is buffered and held plifier with p-channel MOS input differential pair is employed,
at the output while the current integration process is taking both for the preamplifier and the amplifier in each signal acqui-
place. sition channel. The transconductance amplifier is optimized for

The track-and-hold potentiostat was integrated on a 2.25 x RMS noise of 13 ,uV under the 170 ,um pitch cell integration
2.25 mm2 die fabricated in a 1.2 ,um double-poly CMOS area constraint and 6mW overall power dissipation constraint.
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High pass filtering prevents DC signals, generated at the
electrode-tissue interface, from saturating the amplifiers. The experimentally measured characteristics are summarized in
HPF is implemented as a frequency selective feedback of Table 11.
the pre-amplifier [7]. Post processing of the neural recording
is performed in the discrete domain by means of switched IV. NEURAL INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES COMPARISON
capacitor circuits. The sampling from continuous time to Table I and Table II offer a side-by-side comparison of
discrete time requires anti-aliasing low pass filtering. The the characteristics of the current-acquisition and voltage-
LPF filter is implemented by starving the bias current in acquisition neural interfaces prototypes. The tables offer in-
the amplifier. Double sampling is performed by single-ended sights into current-mode versus voltage-mode technologies for
cascoded common-source amplifiers in a switched capacitor implementing current-acquisition and voltage-acquisition neu-
configuration. ral interfaces respectively. Design parameters such as channel

Accurate distributed multi-site sensing requires maintaining area density, signal bandwidth, sampling rate, dynamic range,
a high degree of correlation in time between all the samples. and power dissipation per channel represent various trade-
Time-multiplexed recording architectures do not allow for such offs in voltage-mode and current-mode technologies. These
correlation. This necessitates a double memory buffer in each should be taken into account when designing a custom neural
sensory cell to sample and store the recorded value. Frames of interface.
samples across the whole array are captured simultaneously. Current-mode implementations are suitable for direct chem-
This eliminates the rolling delay during serial read-out. The ical sensing, while voltage-mode implementations are suitable
local memory cell also allows for time-multiplexed memory for direct electrical sensing. The current-acquisition poten-
readout in order to reduce noise due to substrate coupling. tiostat simultaneously transduces neurotransmitter activity at
Low-noise signal acquisition is time-multiplexed with high- multiple locations in the brain tissue, e.g., in synaptic clefts.
noise peripheral switch capacitor signal processing and read- The neural interface acquires oxidation-reduction currents gen-
out. This ensures no high-amplitude switching activity during erated at the surface of each sensing electrode. The voltage-
the signal acquisition phase and thus prevents substrate noise acquisition neural interface monitors a two-dimensional action
from coupling into the low-amplitude signal being acquired. potential field within a brain tissue area under observation.
The 256-channel integrated neural interface and signal These technologies allow to study various neurophysiological
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TABLE I TABLE II
CURRENT-ACQUISITION CURRENT-MODE NEURAL INTERFACE VOLTAGE-ACQUISITION VOLTAGE-MODE NEURAL INTERFACE

MEASURED CHARACTERISTICS MEASURED CHARACTERISTICS

Channels 16 Channels 256

Max Sampling Rate 200kHz Max Sampling Rate 40kHz

Input Current Range -50nA- -5OOnA- -5IA- -50tA- Programmable Gain 200, 1000, 2500, 5000________________ +50nA +500nA +zg SOA__________ ________________

Input Resolution 46pA lnA 8nA 25nA SVoltagefNoise 13gV over 10kHz
DCS Voffsget Nis

DC Offset +/-5mV +/-5mV +/-5mV +/-10mV Compensation Correlated Double Sampling

Input Impedance 125Q HPF Cut-off Freq. < 0.1Hz

LPF Cut-off Freq. 50Hz - 400kHz LPF Cut-off Freq. 1 kHz - 1 OkHz

Output Volt. Range 0-5V Output Voltage Range 1 .5V

Power Suppl. Volt. -2V; +7V Power Suppl. Volt. 3.3V

Power Dissipation 12.5mW Core Power Dissipation 6mW

Technology 1 .2|tm, BiCMOS (vertical NPN), doublepoly Technology 0.35|tm, mixed-signal CMOS, double poly

Electrode type Off-chip Electrode Type On-chip; 170gm pitch

Die Size 2.25 mm x 2.25 mm Die Size 3 mm x 4.5 mm

Sensor Type Chemical Sensor Type Electrical

Sensory Input Redox Current Sensory Input Action Potential
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